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Incorporating the MK Makerspace

From the Chair

News in Brief

Hi all - and Season's Greetings to everyone at the Shed
It has been a busy autumn leading into early winter. Further great
progress has been made with reorganisation of all areas of the Shed,
following on from the big October clear out. The social area has been
rearranged to accommodate Tony Winn's railway layout and Ron
Bowles' fish tank and the office has been cleared to create more space
and a cosier retreat for when it gets too cold in the social area. In the
woodwork shop Dave Tilley and Ricky Briggs in particular have done a
fantastic job in arranging all the tools and consumables so that they can
be more easily found and they have now begun work on making the
timber storage more accessible. John Weir and others have installed
additional dust extraction ducting to cover most areas of the woodwork
shop, including the lathes. All these improvements make for a much
pleasanter and safer working environment.

Graham Saville
The Shed was very sad to learn of
the death after a short illness of
Graham Saville. Graham was often
to be seen in the woodwork shop and
social area and will be much missed.
A group of Shedders attended his
funeral and a floral tribute was sent
to his widow.

Decorating
Volunteers are still needed to
decorate the toilets now that the
plumbing work in there is complete.
We have the paint and we have the
rollers and brushes - we just need
people to wield them!

In the metalworking area Andy Selby and John Orme have continued to
reorganise and rationalise tools and consumables. Instalation of the
milling machine and Myford lathe that generous Shedders have recently
donated continues. The hot working area is now virtually complete. It
requires safety instructions to be posted on the wall before suitably
accredited Shedders can begin welding,cutting and grinding.
Upstairs in the Makerspace there has also been much reorganisation to

Personal Projects
The new project labelling system has
been successfully introduced and it
has led to a big reduction in the
number of unidentified projects in the
Shed. If you are starting a new
project please remember to attach a
green label to it.

provide the space needed to accommodate the number of people that
we get, especially on Wednesdays. Another couple of 3D printers with
improved design have been installed and work continues with

Winter Heating

preparation for next year's Hacky Racers. As part of the Hacky Racers
insurance conditions we have to piggyback onto an event that involves
doing something away from the hacker/maker camps. If you have any

the heaters within the Shed. These
are wireless timers to put the heaters

ideas please speak to Michael West.

You may have noticed that there are
various additional boxes in line with

on automatically to at least take the
chill off in the morning. The timers
can be overridden by pressing the
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At significant cost to the Shed we have had extensive plumbing work
done. We have also had to have electrical work done to repair some
faults and reduce the need for extension leads. This will make the Shed
environment safer and should also lead to a long term reduction in
costs.
.
As requested at the November Shed meeting we have now produced a
'Rogues' Gallery' to help you identify Committee members and others
with roles of responsibility in the Shed, also people to contact in the
event of a (non-medical) emergency or unexpected visitor. This is
displayed in the foyer above the signing-in area.
Finally, on behalf of the Committee, I would like to wish all Shedders and
Makerspacers a happy and productive 2019.
Michael West

Defibrillator
The Shed is deeply grateful to David Sawyer who has very generously
purchased and donated to the Shed a defibrillator, which is now
mounted on the wall in the first aid area outside the office. This is one
piece of equipment that we hope will never be used but could be a real
lifesaver in the event of it being needed.

Machine training and
accreditation

button on the control unit. They
Translate
automatically switch off after a period
of time to prevent wastage and
excessive bills. Please do not plug
the heaters directly into the wall
outlets. If you are leaving early,
please ensure the heating is all
switched off.

Look after our
machines!
The Shed is being put to
unnecessary expense because
machines are being abused.
Bandsaw blades are expensive and
have to be replaced regularly
because people are over-stressing
them or using the bandsaw to cut
unsuitable materials, in particular
acrylic sheet. Please use the
bandsaw in the metalwork shop to
cut any non-wood materials. The
planer/thicknesser has also needed
replacement blades because they
were damaged by nails in a piece of
timber. There is a metal detector in
the woodwork shop. Please use it
before cutting any reclaimed timber.

Christmas and New Year
opening and
extended hours
The Committee has agreed that the
Shed will be open on Christmas Eve,

As some Shedders will know, we are now using the Classmarker system
for machine accreditation and a number of Shedders have already

and for those in need of a break from
the cold turkey, on Boxing Day. The

succeeded in achieving accreditation on a range of woodworking

Shed will be closed on New Year's

machines. We will roll this out across the Shed and extend it imminently
to to the hotworking area and to metalworking machines over the next
few months. We have now lined up a group of experienced Shedders

Day. Evening opening on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays and on
Sunday afternoons and evenings will
continue as long as there is demand..

who have volunteered to be demonstrators and who will assess the
competence of others who have successfully completed the relevant

Social events

online Classmarker tests. Tests are now available for the mitre saw, the

There have been some suggestions

bandsaw, the router table and the pillar drill. Laminated guidance notes
on safe working have also been attached to each of these machines.

for social events to take place over

We are working on guidance notes and tests for the table saw and
planer/thicknesser. The current online tests have been set up on one of
the office PCs (the middle one) and all who are interested in using

the next few months, including a pub
lunch and visits to other sheds (and
why not combine the two?). If you are
interested in attending a social event
- or even helping to organise one -

workshop machines are encouraged to take them before seeking a

please speak to John Orme.

demonstrator to take you through the practical test. A list of
demonstrators will be put up in the office.

New Members
Welcome to the following new

Community Projects
It is part of the Shed's remit to contribute to the well-being of the
community and not just that of its own members. To this end Shedders
have been involved in several local projects. Bernie Golds has led the
production of planters for Wolverton and Greenleys Council. Nigel Pigott

members who have joined since the
last newsletter:
Larry Pullen, Maya John, Ben
Hassan, Billy Hassan, Richard
Johnson, Doug Clow
We hope you'll find The Shed a

has installed shelving for the Old School House Project in Old Wolverton

rewarding place to be. If you have

and Dave Tilley, Ricky Briggs and Nigel Pigott have built and fitted
shelving and other storage at the Bus Shelter homeless project in

any queries or concerns please take
them up with a member of the
Committee. Their names and email
addresses are posted in the entrance
lobby..
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Donate, Please!

Remember you can very easily
donate to the Shed and help it
remain a going concern, by going

There are more community projects lined up for 2019 but committed
volunteers are needed before we can take them on. If you are interested

to this link. Thank you. We have also
identified a couple of comparatively

in working with other Shedders on something worthwhile please speak

effortless ways of raising funds for

to a member of the Committee.

the Shed: The first is through Give as
you Live and the second is though

Membership Renewal
A reminder that membership renewals are due from 1 January 2019. I'm
afraid this applies even if you only joined the Shed in the last couple of

Amazon Smile. Both of these enable
you to sign up so that anything you
purchase through their websites
generates a donation to the charity of
your choice. Why not sign up now

months. Please come to the office when you are next at the Shed to pay
the £1 annual membership fee and receive your 2019 badge sticker.

and choose Men in Sheds MK as
your charity? It costs nothing and

Remember that if you have not renewed your membership you will not

doesn't commit you to buy anything

be covered by the Shed's insurance when you are on the premises.
Newsletter created by Nigel Pigott (nigel.pigott@meninsheds.org.uk) with additional
content by Michael West
Contributions to future editions are most welcome
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